Abstract
Introduction
Language is a very important tool for us to communicate, especially for hearingimpaired [1] [2] . Our speech includes not only symbols and words but also our emotion and mood. For example, listener will feel different if speakers were in a different mood when speaking the same sentence. The traditional information science only deals with the "nonneural" knowledge world, such as the accuracy of the deliberation of information, but totally neglects the emotional element. So it only reflects one aspect of information. The emotional science world is corresponded to the knowledge science world, it's also an important component of information processing. So the artificial emotional feature processing is of very important meaning in the field of signal process and artificial intelligence [3] [4] [5] .
KNN (K Nearest Neighbor) is a classical machine learning algorithm, and it is widely used with the advantage of easy implementation and fast recognition. Previous researchers have applied KNN in speech emotion recognition study and already achieved some good results. But as the traditional KNN can't consider the importance of different features, the recognition results are not always very ideal. In order to solve this problem, we analyzed four main emotion features first, then extracted 9 emotion feature parameters and proposed Fuzzy KNN algorithm to recognize speech emotion in this paper. Experiments on speech daTablease show that the Fuzzy KNN we proposed not only can get a higher recognition rate than tradition KNN, but also need little compute time and space. It has a high value of using.
Speech Emotion DaTablease
The choice of speech that fit for analysis is very important. But the standard and analytic condition of the speech for analysis has not been improved yet [6] . So this paper takes two aspects into account: First, the sentences don't have any emotional tendency. Second, the sentences must have a higher emotion freedom degree--it can involve all kinds of emotion to analysis and compare. According to the two rules, we use 60 sentences as the speech material. The classification of emotion is also a very important part of the research of emotional analysis. There're different methods to classify emotion [7, 8, 14] . But in the view of engineering no subject has been proposed yet. In this paper, we roughly divided emotions into four types: happiness, anger, surprise and sadness. In order to obtain the original speech data, we had five male speakers who are good at acting to speak the 60 sentences one time in every emotion. Then, we had the speakers speak each sentence in a neutral way. In this way, we get 3000 sentences for experiment. Among them, 2000 sentences are used for training and the other 1000 sentences are used for recognition.
We recorded the speech daTablease in a quiet room by using Sony DAT equipment. The recorded data were transferred into digital signal by the PCI 64 bit sound card (made by Chuangtong Company) and stored in a PC computer. Then in order to validate all the emotional speech data, we played them randomly, and let some listeners (none of them are speakers) decide which type of emotion each sentence was. The listeners judge the emotional types all by their feeling. After repeatedly comparison and McNemar test, we selected the fittest sentences and reproduced the inconspicuous emotion sentences.
Emotional Feature Analysis
General speaking, the emotional feature of speech signal are always represented as the change of prosodic [15] . For example, when a man is angry, his speech rate, volume and tone will all get higher. People can feel these changes directly. However, as the emotional information of speech signal is more or less affected by the meaning of the sentence, usually we can find the relationship between emotional speech and non-emotional speech by analysis the construction features and distribution rules of speech characteristics to process and recognize different emotional speech signals. In this paper, we compared the feature of the time, amplitude, pitch and formant construction of four types of emotional speech to neutral ones to discover the distributing rules and construction features of different emotional speech. For convenience's sake, the ratios of the emotional feature parameters are shown below. They are the ratios between emotional feature parameters and neutral ones.
Time Construction Analysis
With an eye on the difference of different emotional speech's time construction, analysis of the time construction of emotional speech is to analyze and compare the difference of the change of duration arose by emotion. In this paper, we calculate the duration of each emotional sentence including the part of silence, because these parts contribute to the emotion. Then we compare and analyze the relationship between the average duration of emotional sentence (T) and the average rate of speaking with emotions (syllable/second). The results are shown in Figure 1 .
From this Figure, we can see that the duration of anger and surprise is shorter than the one of neutral and happiness, but on the contrary, the duration of sad speech is longer. The duration of anger is shorter than the one of surprise. The duration of neutral speech is much shorter than the one of sadness and little shorter than the one of happiness. Through further observation, we can know these phenomena are caused by some faintly pronouncing, prolonged, omitted phoneme (compared to the neutral speech) in emotional speech. Based on the results above, we can recognize happiness, sadness and other emotion easily by comparing their duration to the neutral one. We can also set some time parameter threshold to recognize happiness and sadness. But we can't distinguish anger and surprise efficiently only by duration.
Figure 1. The Relative Values of Time Parameter of Various Emotions

Amplitude Construction Analysis
In general, the amplitude feature of speech signal closely relates to all kinds of emotional information [16] . We can feel in our real life that when a man is in a rage or in surprise, his volume is very high, however, when he is in sorrow, his volume is very low. So in some study of emotional analysis, amplitude construction is regarded as the most important feature. In our paper, we mainly take the average amplitude energy and its dynamic range into account (A and Arrange) to analyze and compare. We calculate the short-time energy of each frame of the signal, and analyze their characteristics which vary with time. To remove the effect of the silent and noisy part of the speech, we only take the average value of the absolute value of the amplitude into account. All the absolute values are bigger than a threshold. The results are shown in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. The Relative Values of Amplitude Parameter of Various Emotions
From the experiments results we can find that the emotional speech signals of happy, anger and surprise have bigger amplitude than that of neutral, while the amplitude of sadness is smaller than that of neutral. And we can also learn from the listening experiments that emotion signals have this trend, it is the bigger average amplitude of happy, anger, surprise have, and the smaller average amplitude of sadness have, the emotion effects are more obvious. So by using the feature of amplitude, we can easily distinguish happy, anger, surprise and sadness.
Fundamental Frequency Construction Analysis
Fundamental frequency construction is also an important feature that reflects emotional information [9] . To analysis the characteristic of fundamental frequency construction in emotional speech signal, we calculate the smooth fundamental frequency curves of the emotional speech signals, then analysis the characteristic of different fundamental frequency curves to find out the characteristic of the fundamental frequency constructions of different emotional speech signals. This paper analyzed the average fundamental frequency, its range, and its rate of change ( and surprise are bigger, while the ones of sadness are smaller. In view of happiness, anger and surprise, the parameters of surprise are the biggest, then are happiness and anger. In addition, we can see that the curve of surprising speech signal has the characteristic of raising at the end of the sentence. This characteristic is very useful for us to distinguish surprise from other emotion.
Formant is an important parameter that reflects the characteristic of vocal cords [10] . We can predict the different location of formant of different emotional speech signals because different emotional speech signals change vocal cords differently. We get formant in two steps: 1) Apply LPC method to calculate the envelop of power spectrum of vocal cords; 2) Apply the Peak Picking method to calculate the frequency of the formant [12, 13] . This paper only studies the average, range and rate of change of the first formant (F1, From Figure 4 we can see that compared to neutral, the frequencies of first formant of happiness and anger are a little higher while the ones of sadness are much lower. We can also learn by further observation that when we express the emotion of happiness or anger, our mouths always open bigger than usual and when we express emotion of sadness, our mouths open smaller and our speech always go with faint snuffle. The 
Conclusion of Feature Analysis
From the above analysis of four speech emotion features, we can conclude the rules of speech emotion feature as shown in Table 1 . According to the analysis of speech emotion features, we chose 9 feature parameters for speech emotion recognition. They are the average duration of emotional sentence, the average amplitude energy and its dynamic range, the average fundamental frequency, its range, and its rate of change, the average, range and rate of change of the first formant. We extracted these 9 feature parameters from each emotion sentence to construct to one feature vector. As the units in the dimensions of feature vector are not the same, so before recognition, we normalized the elements in each dimension between 0 and 1. And after these steps, we used the feature vectors as the input of fuzzy KNN algorithm.
Speech Emotion Recognition Based on Fuzzy KNN
During training period, different from the traditional KNN, Fuzzy KNN needs to calculate the membership degree of training data for different classes [11, 17] . In this paper, we use the contribution of emotional feature parameters for different emotion classes to represent the membership degree. Previous researches have shown that different emotional feature parameters plays a different role in different emotions' recognition. For example, short-time energy can distinguish neutral and sad very well, but they can hardly be distinguished by pitch frequency, because neutral and sad have the similar pitch frequency, meanwhile their energy have great difference. So short-time energy have more contributions than pitch frequency when distinguishing neutral and sad. However, we can use pitch frequency to recognition anger and happy. As anger and happy both have high energy, but obviously, anger has higher pitch frequency than happy. Hence we can have more accurate speech emotion recognition by calculate different emotion parameters' contributions for different emotions [11] .
In order to distinguish different emotion parameters' contributions, firstly, we should count the dispersion of emotion parameters for each emotion. If the parameter gets higher dispersion, it means that this emotion parameter has more uncertainty in recognizing this emotion, and has less contribution for this emotion. Reversely, if the parameter gets lower dispersion, it shows this emotion parameter is more Tables when recognizing this emotion, and has more contribution.
Combining the above ideas, the recognition algorithm based on the contributions of emotional feature parameters is as follows:
1) For the recognition of C kinds of emotions, firstly, count the same feature parameter's mean value of C kinds of different emotions in training daTablease X, and recorded as 
2) Calculate the parameter's dispersion in one emotion:
3) Calculate each parameter's contribution in each emotion according to the dispersion. 
Use the contribution as the Euclidean distance's weight when recognizing test examples by Fuzzy KNN classifier.
Consider the contribution of emotion feature parameter for different emotion as the Euclidean distance's weight, not only keep the easy realization advantage of KNN, but also highlight the differences of each emotion feature parameter and their inner relationships. By this means, we improved the classify accuracy of KNN and get higher speech emotion recognition effect.
Experiments
The simulation experiment platform is PC 2.6GHz/1GB, Windows 7 operation system/Matlab 2011b and speech tool software VoiceBox.
We choose four emotions (happy, anger, neutral, sad) in our speech emotion database to recognize. The feature parameters are mentioned in Chapter3. Before recognition experiments, we normalize the speech emotion features to reduce the feature parameters' individual differences. And the normalized emotion features were used as training examples and testing examples in following experiments. The training examples were total 2000 sentences, and they were selected from the speech emotion database randomly, and the rest 1000 sentences were used as testing examples.
During the recognition period, we used the traditional KNN and the Fuzzy KNN we proposed to recognize those testing examples. The extraction of 9 emotion feature parameters are as the above chapter3 shown. It is necessary to consider the size of k when using traditional KNN and Fuzzy KNN to recognize. We did two experiments, in the first experiment we chose k=7 and in the second experiment we chose k=13. The recognition results are as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . From the experiment results, we can find that the average recognition ratio in k=13 experiment is higher than that in k=7 experiment, and the four emotions' respective recognition ratio is also improved. It is because more nearest neighbors were considered, and the risk of miscarriage was reduced, but more computation was needed.
Also, as the speech emotion database was not very large, both traditional KNN and Fuzzy KNN have got high recognition ratios. Among the experiment results of four emotions (anger, happy, neutral, sad), anger got the best recognition result. Because anger has more obvious emotion feature parameters than the other three kinds of emotions. When expressing anger emotion, speaker usually has faster speed and higher tone. While neutral and sad have similar psychological features, they are not easily to distinguish. From the comparative experiment of the two algorithms, we can find, as Fuzzy KNN takes a full consideration of the weight proportion of each parameter when calculating the Euclidean distance, Fuzzy KNN can get higher recognition results than the tradition KNN.
Conclusion
International Journal of Multimedia and Ubiquitous Engineering Vol. 10, No.10 (2015) In this paper, we first construct a speech emotion database containing 3000 speech emotion sentences. Then the emotion feature analysis and extraction were discussed. In order to improve the recognition effect of traditional KNN, we proposed a Fuzzy KNN algorithm by combining the contributions of feature parameters for different emotions with the Euclidean distance. In this way, the Fuzzy KNN not only keep the fast, easily realization advantage of the traditional KNN, but also gets higher recognition ratio. Finally, experiments on 1000 test examples have shown the improvement and recognition effectiveness of the Fuzzy KNN we proposed.
